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Design & function

For decades, innovation, quality and design have been the primary pursuit of every product 
we develop at Spengler..

Combining engineering and precision with a keen understanding of office coffee needs 
and the vending industry, we create products that guarantee excellent reliability and great 
flavour in every cup.

By focusing on the user first, we have created an intuitive touch screen interface that is 
backed up by our patented brewing technologies, so our products are as smart as they are 
easy to use.

Plus, with the top-tier A++* energy-efficiency rating, our machines are designed to be very 
kind to the planet, something you can feel very good about!

All this performance combined with fast, easy cleaning and maintenance makes Spengler 
the preferred choice for automated coffee equipment.

* according to the EVA EMP standards set by the European Vending Association (EVA).

Design & function
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The environment

The environment truly is our most precious possession – it is our 
home – and protecting and preserving it is everyone’s responsibility.

Our customers’ appreciate that our ECO-friendly, intelligent power 
saving modes and energy-efficient software helps them to do their 
part in caring for our planet in their own office. Lower energy con-
sumption also means a lower energy bill and lower overall operating 
costs, achieving an EVA EMP rating of A++.

The pursuit of reduced overall consumption has not been at the cost 
of quality, however. Spengler machines are the result of continuing 
efforts to improve machine quality and total coffee throughput. So 
our office coffee solutions will last longer and cost less to operate 
without sacrificing output capacity.
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Double brewing technology 
Coffee is complex, and while we humbly admit that there is still more 
for us to learn, we certainly know that a great place to start is by not 
treating espresso like filter brew, and vice-versa. This is why we have 
decided to offer separate brewing systems to let each individual coffee 
truly shine. And give our users more choices along the way.

Adding together 2 grinders, 2 unique brewing systems and your choice 
of 2 great beans, means that you have the ability to offer a great cof-
fee experience to any guest, and at any time of day.

Great coffee starts with great water, so we always  

recommend using a high-quality water filtration 

system to ensure your coffee is never let down  

by off-tasting or poor quality water.

Espresso coffeeBlack filter coffee  
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Filter brewing technology

Perfect filter coffee can be a thing of beauty, but making a bold, bright, flavorful cup 
of coffee is no easy task. Accurate volumetric, temperature and extraction control are 
just as important as the coffee roasting and grinding process to ensure success.

To make sure that every brew is as flavourful and fresh as possible, our filter coffee 
brewer is customizable to maximize the flavour profile of the coffee roast.
The brewer settings also allow for brewing strength and total in-cup volume adjust-
ment – with a maximum coffee dose of up to 14g* per cup. 

Great coffee starts with good water, so we always recommend using a high-quality 
water filtration system to ensure your coffee is never let down by off-tasting or poor 
quality water.

* the total dosage can depend on the bean and grinder setting. 
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Espresso brewing technology

Espresso is an art. But unlike a fine painting, it can’t be a one-time masterpiece, it has 
to be perfect and it has to be repeatable.

Our patented espresso brewer takes the stress out of espresso by making the perfect 
single or double shot every time - automatically.

Because every bean and roasting process has its own unique story to tell, our espresso 
brewer is adjustable for strength, dose size*, extraction rate, and volume. So you can 
have your shot exactly the way you like it.

The perfect espresso must be bold, bright, and full-bodied with a rich crema carrying 
creamy notes of the beans’ oil and earthiness. And since 
great espresso starts with good water, we always recom-
mend using a high-quality water filtration system to 
ensure your espresso is never let down by off-tasting or 
poor quality water.

The Spengler espresso system utilizes the same method-
ology as a traditional espresso machine, and combines 
it with proprietary technology to provide a barista-quali-
ty espresso every time with just the push of a button.

* Up to 14 gram.
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15” Intuitive user touch 

Spengler has a user interface that is simple and easy to use. Our 15“ 
screen, users have the ability to customize their own drinks and choose 
from a variety of coffee favorites. For the true connoisseur, we offer 
the possibility to fine-tune their drinks.

You can easily manage and control the machine’s hardware, stats, 
cleaning, maintenance, alerts and visual appearance. Match the in-
terface’s appearance after your decor or graphic profile. We can help 
you to control the color of the icons, wallpaper, screen saver, logo and 
image for brewing. All settings are designed to allow the machine to 
be adapted to the location and user.

On our machine, you get a high quality visual experience which can 
be varied over time. All to create a unique coffee experience.
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10 Features overview CL22

Separate hot water outlet

Professional grinder technology 

Double grinders and bean hoppers 2 ingredient canisters 

In cup quality 

Cup sensor

15” Intuitive user experience 
& style your screen options

Base cabinet (option)

A++ Energy rating

Water filter in base cabinet (option)

Double brewing systems.
Espresso and fresh brewed Coffee

Cup dispenser/
Condiment shelf (option)
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Seperate hot water outlet
Coffee is great, but with the built-in 
hot-water outlet, we give you the pos-
sibility to vary your drinks during the 
day. Perhaps a good cup of tea?

Ingredient canisters
CL22 features two ingredient canisters 
that delivers your favorite drinks every 
time. 

Shelf & Cup dispenser (option)

A cup dispenser or a condiment shelf 
can be mounted on either or both sides 
of the base cabinet to accomodate your 
favourite drink accessories.

15” Intuitive user experience
Spengler has a user interface that 
is simple and easy to use. On our 
15” screen, users have the ability to 
customize their own drinks and choose 
from a variety of coffee favorites.

Water filter (option)

We always recommend using a 
high-quality water filtration system to 
ensure the taste of your coffee. 

In cup quality
Thanks to accurate and adjustable 
dosing, brewing, and temperature 
controls, PSL50ES delivers outstanding 
coffee every time.

Double brewing systems
Two separate brewing systems to let 
each individual coffee truly shine. And 
give our users more choices along the 
way.

Double bean hoppers
One for the filter brewer, and one 
for the espresso brewer, two grinders 
and two different unique coffee beans 
means you have the ability to offer a 
great coffee experience to every guest. 

Base cabinet (option)

Standing on a base cabinet CL22 can 
be placed practically anywhere to 
operate as a convenient stand-alone 
coffee service solution. 

Professional grinders
2 rugged, professional-grade coffee 
grinder guarantees accurate grinding 
with a long and reliable service life.

A++ Energy rating
Our intelligent power saving modes 
and energy-efficient software achieves 
an EVA EMP* rating of A++. This 
means lower energy consumption and 
also a lower energy bill.

Cup sensor
Before dispensing, an optical cup 
sensor detects if a cup is missing and 
sends a warning to the user, thus 
preventing spills.   

* according to the EVA EMP standards set by the European Vending Association (EVA).
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CL22 Touch experience 

2 grinders & 2 bean hoppers

Double brewing systems

2 instant ingredient canisters

A++ rating

Seperate hot water outlet

Cup sensor 

Base cabinet (optional)

15” touch screen

Intuitive user experience

Customizable menu settings, 

Branding and appearance 

15 standard beverages (220 max)

Intelligent energy save mode

Models & versions

Art.no:10034300
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PURE
PASSION
NEVER UNDERESTIMATES THE

  
DETAILS
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PLEASE ASK  YOUR  
SERVICE PARTNER  
FOR ADVISE

Task Who Reference

Daily care
1st line operator Cleaning & Care manual

Weekly cleaning (or 2000 cups)

Monthly cleaning 2nd line operator Cleaning & Care manual

12 month service (or 25000 cups)
Service Technician Technical manual

24 month service (or 50000 cups)

Designed with simplicity in mind, PSL50 employs lots of technology to create 
clever solutions that make machine cleaning and maintenance faster and easier.

Cleaning and service information

Brewer Cleaning  
Tablets

Grinder Cleaning 
Tablets

Bestmax Installation
kit

Art. 10018243 Art. E1001001 Art. 1505366

• Instruction sheet
• Filter head, 3/8" external thread
• Adapter 3/8" internal, 1/2" external
• Adapter 3/8" internal, 3/4" external
• 1.5m tube
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Art.no:10032909

Art.no:1609233

Spengler accessories
Every Spengler machine includes all the accessories 
needed for installation and to get up-and-running. 
 

Base cabinet
Spengler’s flexible design means that when paired with 
a base cabinet. Users have the option of a basic cabinet 
or equipted with under counter funnel and larger waste 
capacity.

• Water tube 8mm, Length 2.0m

• Tube adapter 3/4” - 8mm

• Quick Start Guide

• Power cord
Cup dispenser (table top) 
Cup dispenser mounting kit

Condiment shelf (table top) 
Condiment shelf side mounting kit

Shelf & Cup dispenser
A bespoke cup dispenser has been designed to mount onto either 
side of the base cabinet to ensure cups are always conveniently at 
hand whenever you want a drink. For table top models, the cup 
dispenser can be placed on the service counter and stays in place 
thanks to rubber feet. 

Just like the cup dispenser a condiment shelf can be fastened on 
either side of the base cabinet. This provides a convenient location 
for stirrers and other related items so that you can have your coffee 
exactly how you like it. The shelf can be used as a table top solution 
as well, either by itself or in pairs.

Art. 2760239 Art. 2760252

Art. 2760240 Art. 2760362
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DIMENSIONS CL

A     785mm  

B  450mm  

C 710mm

D 439mm

E 455mm 

F 315mm 

G 139mm

H 180mm

B

A

C

E

D

F

DIMENSIONS BASE CABINET

A     950mm

B  450mm  

C 455mm

D 580mm

E 130mm

F 425mm

Technical specifications CL22
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Specifications Canister & waste capacity

Module CL22

Bean hopper (approx.) 2x1.9kg / 2x4.7L

Coffee (approx.) 1.8kg / 3.8L

Topping (approx.) 4.5kg / 8.5L

Chocolate (approx.) 2.9kg / 3.8L

Drip Tray 3L

Waste bin 2kg / 8L

Base cabinet waste bin 3.6kg / 15L

Module CL22

Bean hopper 2

Built-in grinder 2

Ingredient canisters 2

Drink menu up to 60

Recipe bank Unlimited

Adjustable taste settings Yes

Jug function Yes

Adjustable cup height Yes

Electr. temperature control Yes

Intelligent energy save mode Yes

Base cabinet Optional

Cup dispenser Optional

Cup Sensor Yes

Condiment shelf Optional 

Built-In cold water unit Optional

Built-In water filter Optional

Power supply 220-240VAC, 50Hz, 3100W

Cold water connection G3/8 External thread

Water tank volume 700ml

Packaging dimensions

Pallet capacity Weight

Module Lenght Width Height

CL22 Carton + pallet 800mm 600mm 940mm

Base Cabinet Carton 1000mm 490mm 490mm

Module CL22

Machine 1

Base Cabinet 3

Machine + Base cabinet –

Module CL22

Machine 48kg

Base cabinet 22kg

Machine + base cabinet 70kg
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